COMING TO KAMALAYA ITINERARY

Dear Traveller,
To help you get a better idea of how may travelling within the 'New Normal' rules and regulations be like, we have
prepared this sample itinerary. All visitors to Samui must be fully vaccinated by the approved vaccine not less than
14 days before arrival. A negative RT-PCR test, not more than 72 hours prior to travelling should be carried along.
Travellers can come via Test & GO programme landing in Bangkok for one night or straight to Samui via Sandbox
model through sealed transit route connecting in Bangkok, all flights should be booked prior to arrival in Thailand.
Day 1:
•
•
Day 2:
•
•

Arrival at USM airport or BKK airport and RT-PCR test on arrival at the airport
Transfer to the hotel and stay within the room for the RT-PCR test result

Guests that choose to fly directly into Bangkok for their first point of arrival, upon receiving the negative
test result, can transfer to Samui, Kamalaya
Guests who flew directly to Samui and are already at Kamalaya can enjoy leisure activities, wellness
experiences and dining facilities at the hotel and around the island of Koh Samui

Day 5: Guests must undergo a second self ATK test at the hotel and upload the results into the MorChana
application
Day 6: Upon receiving the negative results, guests can continue to expand into wellness at Kamalaya or explore
Thailand’s many cultural sights and landmarks, savour local foods and relax at the beach. Guests are permitted to
travel anywhere within Thailand. Please note that a negative RT-PCR test and vaccination certificate should be
carried to present at travel checkpoints where required
During the stay, practice the D-M-H-T-T-A precautions: D – Distancing; M – Mask wearing; H – Handwashing;
T – Temperature check; T – Testing for COVID-19; A – Alert Application
Note: To travel around the country, both negative test results and release forms should always be carried
to be presented at the travel checkpoints.
We look forward to welcoming you to Kamalaya Koh Samui without quarantine!
For more information, please visit our FAQ (https://www.kamalaya.com/covid-measures/) or get in touch
with our Reservations Team at reservations@kamalaya.com

